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I. INTRODUCTION

Woodrow Wilson, though trained as a lawyer, practiced very little law.
After taking his legal education at the University of Virginia, he practiced
briefly in Georgia (where he met his first wife, Ellen), but quickly became
disenchanted with the law. He thereupon undertook graduate studies in
political science at Johns Hopkins, beginning his very distinguished
academic career which culminated in the presidency of Princeton. Much
later upon leaving the presidency of the United States, Wilson again
opened a law office, and partnered with his third and final Secretary of
State, Bainbridge Colby. But Wilson's insistence that the firm accept no
work dealing with the Federal government meant that the firm languished.
So Wilson began and ended his career as a failed lawyer.
On the other hand, his longtime aide Joseph Tumulty, both before and
especially after his time with Wilson, was a successful practitioner.

* Samuel H. McCoy II Professor of Law, University of Virginia: B.A., 1951 Dartmouth
College; J.D., 1954 Harvard University.
** President Emeritus, Berkshire (Mass.) Community College, B.A., 1950 Dartmouth
College; M.P.A., 1952 Syracuse University; L.H.D., 1970 Williams College; Ed. D., 1975
University of Massachusetts.
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Tumulty was also a shrewd, respected politician who knew his way
around the governmental corridors of power. The son of a state
Assemblyman in New Jersey, he was enchanted by politics from boyhood.
He served four terms as an Assemblyman himself and was highly respected
in Trenton, the State capitol, for leading efforts to bring about progressive
reforms while keeping in the good graces of powerful, old line politicians.
It was these triple assets as a reformer, skillful lawyer and canny politician
that prompted Wilson to make Tumulty his top aide, first in New Jersey
when Wilson became governor there in 1911 and then in 1913 when he
became President.
So dependent on Tumulty did Wilson become during his first
presidential term that Tumulty came to exercise enormous power-greater
power than any other White House aide before or since.
Most Americans who know something about Woodrow Wilson as
President would opine that it was Colonel Edward House who, because of
his closeness to Wilson, came to exercise extraordinary derivative power.
But House was not a full-time associate of Wilson's. He never lived in the
District of Columbia, nor had an office in the White House, nor concerned
himself much with domestic issues. During World War I and for a while
after the war, House did indeed serve without formal portfolio, as a kind
of informal personal ambassador overseas for Wilson and even as a kind
of acting, temporary Secretary of State.
During those years House and Tumulty often interacted, sometimes as
allies and sometimes as foes. But they both ended up as sad losers in the
final struggle for power and influence in Wilson's White House. Both were
soundly defeated by Wilson's possessive second wife, Edith. She became
"the woman who was president" after Wilson suffered a traumatic stroke
in 1919 with almost a year and a half remaining in his second term. The
result was disastrous consequences for Wilson's ambitious plan for postwar peace.
The absorbing story of Wilson, his wife, and Tumulty is best told in
two books--one old,' the other much newer.2
Phyllis Lee Levin, in the newer book Edith and Woodrow, concentrates
particularly on those scandalous months when Edith Wilson in effect took
over the presidency. Using the docile Dr. Cary Grayson, the President's
physician, and deceiving everyone else as to the devastatingly serious
extent of Wilson's disability, Edith acted for (and often as!) the President

1. JOHN MORTON BLUM, JOE TUMULTY AND THE WILSON ERA (1951).
2. PHYLLIS LEE LEVIN, EDITH AND WOODROW: THE WILSON WHITE HOUSE (2001).
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for eighteen months from October 1919 until the end of his second term in
March of 1921.
Only in 1990 with the release by Dr. Grayson's two sons of Grayson's
original-and correct--diagnosis on the occasion of the President's stroke
did the true extent of Wilson's disability come to light.3 Only then did
anyone except Dr. Grayson and Edith know that the stroke, in the words of
the diagnosis,
precluded anything "more than a minimal state of
4
recovery.",

Ignorant of the details of the diagnosis, Tumulty joined Edith in an
"uneasy collaboration" 5 to rule out calling on Wilson's Vice President,
Thomas R. Marshall, to take charge at least temporarily. The result was
that for those eighteen months Edith acted as president, with Tumulty's
help.
Although Tumulty had previously consulted personally with the
President several times daily, he did not get to see Wilson personally until
three weeks after the stroke.6 Thereafter he was granted admission to the
sick room only occasionally. For the most part no one saw Wilson except
Edith.
One can hardly overstate the serious result of this deception: when
Wilson suffered his final and much the most serious stroke he was in the
midst of his historic post-World War I effort to establish the League of
Nations. Whereas even a healthy Wilson was never inclined to
compromise on matters he took to be based on principle, an almost totally
disabled Wilson, acting through his wife, would not even consider
compromise on matters related to the League. The end result, of course,
was that the United States failed to join. Without this one key nation, the
League had little if any power. Had we joined the League, as recurrent and
tantalizing speculation has it, could the international community
have been
7
bolstered with more resolve to face the rise of Hitler?
II. THE POWERFUL SECRETARY
Phyllis Lee Levin describes the beginning of Tumulty's White House
power:

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Id. at 13.
Arthur S. Link, The Papers of Woodrow Wilson, in id. at 13.
Id. at 353.
Id. at 352.
So Levin argues. LEVIN, supra note 2, at 14. But see infra note 54.
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Tumulty was named personal assistant to the President of the
United States, to advise on patronage, politics, and public policy,
with direct responsibility for supervising the executive office and
for establishing contacts with Congress and the public, including the
press. He thus served as a kind of press officer and chief of staff,
assisted by, among others, a head correspondence clerk, a head
letter clerk, a chief of the telegraph and telephone system, and a core
of stenographers and filing clerks. Attempting to define Tumulty's
role in the Wilson White House drama, one journalist pictured him
as both the stage manager and stage hand, as director and set
designer, "raising the curtain and pulling the strings." Others
described his work as acting as the President's interpreter of public
opinion, as his guide to mass psychology. "I try [a speech] on
Tumulty, who has a very extraordinary appreciation of how a thing
will 'get over the foot lights.' He is the most valuable audience I
have," Wilson told the journalist Ida Tarbell. 8
As indicated, the teamwork had begun in New Jersey in 1910. Unhappy
as president of Princeton, where he had been harassed in a number of
major college squabbles (not helped by Wilson's already legendary
intransigence), 9 Wilson had encouraged New Jersey Democratic politicians
who courted him to run for governor of the state of New Jersey. Tumulty,
not one of the courtiers, attended the state convention to nominate a
governor as "an unenthusiastic balcony spectator," as the youthful John
Morton Blum put it. 0 (Blum was later to become an eminent Yale history
professor; his biography of Tumulty grew out of his Ph. D. thesis.) But
after Wilson had won the Democratic nomination, the victorious nominee
gave an uplifting and eloquent acceptance of the nomination. According
to Blum, "Wilson's stirring speech.., helped persuade Tumulty to assist
in the gubernatorial campaign."" Early in the campaign when Wilson's
first stump speeches were less than inspiring:
Tumulty was chosen to overcome this deficiency. In late September,
at West Hoboken, he was holding the attention of a meeting until
Wilson could get there. Good natured, peppery, young and
energetic, Tumulty combined pointed political remarks with Irish

8. Id. at 170-71.
9. HENRY WILKINSON BRAGDON, WOODROW WILSON: THE ACADEMIC YEARS 316-26,353-

56, 361-83 (1967).
10. BLUM,supra note 1, at 21.
11. Id. at22.
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dialect stories to the delight of his listeners. The audience was so
enthralled that when the candidate arrived they failed to notice his
entrance. Wilson, who had been previously little aware of Tumulty,
was now impressed. Immediately after the meeting, he asked
Tumulty to join him in his campaign tour. Tumulty of course
accepted. "2
With Tumulty by his side, Wilson won a huge Democratic victory, so
impressive that, as Blum describes it: "[T]he scope of the Democratic
majority startled the nation. Throughout the country, editors contemplated
Wilson's availability as a presidential candidate. If his administration
proved as impressive as his election, the Wilson boom would be hard to
stop.' 13
As a political neophyte and a newcomer to the rough and ready New
Jersey version, Wilson realized that he needed a politically savvy associate
familiar with the local scene, and he appointed Tumulty his chief aide with
the title of Secretary. Tumulty soon became indispensable to Wilson on the
job. He also became personally close to the usually aloof, cool Wilson and
to Wilson's family:
On occasion Tumulty went to Princeton [where Wilson continued
to reside but now after his election, in the governor's mansion
located there] to see his chief on business. In time his visits became
personal, too. The Wilson family liked the new Secretary. Mrs.
Wilson and [their three] girls, for whom politics and politicians
were a new experience, found that they could learn much from him.
He was, furthermore, good company-jovial, sympathetic, energetic.
They discovered that this professional politician was, after all, a
person, with likes and dislikes with worries about children, with a
taste for the theater, a familiarity with literature and history, with
irresistible charm. 4
Further to the relationship between Tumulty and his boss:
As their close association became personal as well as official,
Wilson responded to Tumulty's enthusiasm and loyalty with the
affectionate warmth that lay below his public reserve and austerity.
The differences in their ages, backgrounds, and social positions
12. Id.
13. Id.at24.
14. Id.at 31.
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constrained them from addressing each other by their Christian
names, but Tumulty's habitual "Governor" frequently evoked a fond
"my dear boy" in reply. Their deepening friendship came to
resemble that of father and son. [Wilson had no sons.]
Tumulty was even closer to Ellen Axson Wilson, the Governor's
charming [first] wife. He found her not only a better politician than
her husband but a sympathetic confidante with whom he discussed
everything.' 5
As suggested above and as foreseen by Wilson and others, his decisive
victory in the New Jersey Governor's election made him a serious
contender for the presidential nomination of the Democratic Party in 1912.
Tumulty was at his side in the maneuvering to win the nomination,
including at the Baltimore Democratic Convention. Indeed, it was
Tumulty's firm optimism and forcefulness that deterred Wilson from
withdrawing his name when things looked bleak after ten ballots. Finally,
after an extraordinary 43 ballots, Wilson won the nomination. Blum
reported:
As soon as the wires carried the news ... Tumulty rushed out of the
house, waving toward a clump of trees. Out marched a brass band
blaring "Hail to the Chief." Wilson laughingly asked if Tumulty had
ordered the musicians to slink away in case of defeat.' 6
Tumulty continued to play a key role in the 1912 campaign, now against
the Republican nominee, incumbent William Howard Taft, and third party
candidate former President Theodore Roosevelt. Tumulty was particularly
effective with newspapermen:
Tumulty's charm, tact and good humor made a striking impression
on the newspapermen who covered Wilson's headquarters in New
Jersey. Press relations were of particular importance to a candidate
in the days before the radio or cinema. To balance Wilson's frigid
antipathy to reporters, Tumulty extended himself to please them.
Long before the Baltimore Convention he had made many friends.
During the convention one of the newspapermen.., referred to him
in a dispatch as plain "Joe Tumulty," an indication that the reporters
felt completely at home. After the nomination Tumulty gave a

15. BLUM, supra note 1, at 31-32.
16. Id. at 46.
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dinner for Wilson and the press. This affair and Tumulty's frequent
news conferences thereafter helped to present Wilson and his
program to the electorate through sympathetic commentaries.17
After the presidential election, Wilson indicated his plan to continue
Tumulty as his Secretary in the White House. It was then that opposition
to Tumulty arose, as it so often did at the time with Irish Catholics in
positions of political power. The opposition to Tumulty as a Catholic
became a major problem for Wilson. But he stood firm.
Actually Wilson had seriously considered no other candidate. He
was extremely fond of Tumulty, recognized his devotion, depended
on his information, and appreciated his services. He realized that
Tumulty had grown in stature in their years together and was
capable of growing more. He disliked change. And [Ellen Wilson,
the President's wife] was eager to have Tumulty appointed. 8
Wilson had picked the right man. Blum wrote of Tumulty's power:
[H]e gradually assumed positions of more and more responsibility
until, toward the end, when only forty, he was in fact the assistant
President of the United States. Throughout those years he dealt with
issues of increasing size and significance. To each as it rose, he
brought not only energy and willingness, but also intelligence, and
sometimes wisdom. For his duties official and unofficial, Tumulty
was well equipped. Fascinated by politics, devoted to his chief, fond
of people, willing to work and learn, he loved life. Wilson's
secretary had to be such a man.19
Phyllis Levin is also impressed with the enormous comparative power
wielded by Tumulty.
[T]umulty was named personal assistant to the President of the
United States, to advise on patronage, politics, and public policy,
with direct responsibility for supervising the executive office and
for establishing contacts with Congress and the public, including the

17. Id. at 47.
18. Id. at 52.
19. Id. at 67.
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press. He thus served as a kind of press officer and chief of
staff.... 20
Blum compared Tumulty's influence and power with other previous
staff persons in the White House. "Tumulty was the last man to carry this
load alone.",2' Today President George W. Bush has a huge top staff who,
with their underlings, fill that enormous pile of Victorian stone now known
as the Eisenhower Executive Office Building which in Wilson's day
housed all the crucial core of high-ranking figures in the Army, Navy, and
State Departments.
All this gets us to Tumulty as not only a key presidential aide but the
most powerful one ever. Start from the premise that Woodrow Wilson
came to the presidency with less practical political experience than any of
his predecessors (except for some of those with only a military career). As
pointed out above, Wilson's pre-presidential political experience was
limited to two years as governor of New Jersey, after many years in
academe. (Despite all the hoary jokes about academic politics being the
most intense form because so little is at stake, academic politics is indeed,
comparatively speaking, childs' play.) Wilson's notorious aloofness also
tended to isolate him in the gregarious county courthouse atmosphere of
American politics. While as a lecturer, he could charm an audience of any
size, as was shown by his huge success as a college teacher and in his
many profitable stints on the lecture circuit. However, he was likely to
alienate those he dealt with one-on-one or in small groups. So he depended
on Tumulty, his affable, politically astute assistant in dealings with
politicians and with the press. Indeed, Wilson complained that the new
rough and tumble style of campaigning initiated by Theodore Roosevelt
was turning politics over to super athletes-which he assuredly was not.
But Tumulty had no hesitancy in thrusting himself into the political
maelstrom in his boss's stead.
As to relations with the press, Wilson's aversion to newspapermen and
their work was almost as extreme as that of the British prime minister
serving at the same time as Wilson's presidency. It was not uncommon for
scholarly intellectuals in politics like Wilson or Britain's premier, H.H.
Asquith, to ignore newspapers. What could a prime minister, by definition
at the center of things, possibly learn from journalists? But Asquith's
outmoded isolation led to his being ousted in 1916 by that prototypical
political super athlete, David Lloyd George, a British analogue to Theodore

20. LEVIN, supra note 2, at 170-71.
21. Id. at 67.
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Roosevelt. Like Tumulty, Lloyd George knew how to use the press to
present his own case while denigrating others. So, unlike Asquith, Wilson,
abetted by Tumulty, retained his office in 1916.
The powerful role played by Tumulty is best illustrated by reviewing
what happened to presidential staffs after the Wilson era. Some sixteen
years after Wilson and Tumulty left the White House, Franklin Roosevelt's
New Dealers realized the need for drastic change. In 1937, the famous
Brownlow committee report called for a new "managerial" or
"administrative" presidency with a corresponding expansion and
professionalization of the White House staff. A cadre of "executive
assistants" who with a "passion for anonymity" would function as the
president's "direct aides in dealing with the managerial agencies and
administrative departments of Government. "22
But for our story, the point is that Tumulty succeeded in carrying out
with skill and grace the enormous burdens which Wilson delegated to him
in his first term.
III. JOSEPH TUMULTY AND EDITH WILSON

Tumulty's gradual fall from his unique pinnacle of power began with
the death of his important supporter, Wilson's beloved first wife Ellen
Wilson. She died in 1914 of Bright's disease. The President, an extremely
uxorious man, was bereft. However, he quickly found a new love in Edith
Galt, a "handsome, charming widow" and began a whirlwind courtship.23
When it was suggested that Wilson might marry his new love only a few
months after Ellen's death, the conservative family man Tumulty, mindful
of the reactions of the country and the damage which a too quick marriage
might cause to Wilson's re-election chances in 1916, firmly advised the
President to wait. (That he felt he could intervene on such a delicate,
personal matter is evidence of the pivotal role he was playing in Wilson's
life.) The expectant bride, Edith, learned of the powerful secretary's
opposition and was, not surprisingly, furious. The early marriage took
place in spite ofTumulty's objections, but Edith never forgave Tumulty for
interfering . Her resultant dislike of him led to undermining Wilson's
confidence in his Secretary. It eventually brought about a harsh, total break
between Wilson and Tumulty but not until their second term in the White
House had ended. Blum described the competition between Edith and
Tumulty:

22. WILLIAM LASSER, BENJAMIN COHEN: ARCHITECT OF THE NEW DEAL 329-30 (2002).
23. BLUM, supra note 1,at 116.
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The advent of Mrs. Gait... destroyed the rapport between Wilson
and his secretary. Perhaps because both she and Tumulty were so
deeply interested in Wilson's welfare, each failed to understand
fully the importance of the other. Tumulty did not appreciate how
badly and how immediately Wilson needed a woman at his side. 24
Interrelated considerations, both mentioned earlier and both relating to
Colonel House, came into play as power slipped from Tumulty's grasp.
Colonel House, who only occasionally had been a foe of Tumulty's during
Wilson's first term, ultimately joined Edith in her cabal against the
Secretary.
While Tumulty had broken new ground by being appointed the first
Irish Catholic to assume significant power in the White House, not only
was his being Irish and Catholic viewed as a handicap from the start, his
religion became more and more a point of controversy as his power
increased. Early on, House had been a supporter of Tumulty as a
prospective Secretary to President-Elect Wilson. This was, as indicated,
over the objections of others on grounds of Tumulty's religion.
[Tumulty's] detractors, who accused him of favoring fellow
Catholics with an excessive amount of patronage, predicted the
"recrudescence of... religious fanaticism.. ." and feared that he
would reveal vital state secrets to the Vatican.25
Soon, however, House, a Texan who had moved to New York, began to
find fault with Tumulty on political issues relating to New York State.26
More important, he gradually became jealous of Tumulty's intimacy with
Wilson.27 He then described Tumulty as "egotistic, narrow, unrefined,
indiscreet, and reactionary,"" as well as warning Wilson about having a
Catholic Secretary." Finally, when House joined the anti-Tumulty cabal
with Edith and Dr. Grayson, Wilson succumbed to the influence of the
group and late in 1916 proposed to Tumulty that he accept a position
outside the White House. He suggested appointing him to a relatively

24. Id. at 116.
25. LEVIN, supra note 2, at 170 (citing in Levin's citation format: New York Call, in "Joe
Tumulty Pulls the Strings," Current Opinion, Apr. 1913, 285-86, quoted in Douglas M.
Bloomfield, Joe Tumulty and the Press, JOURNALISM Q., Summer 1965, at 414).
26. BLUM, supra note 1, at 110.
27. Id. at 115.
28. Id.
29. Id.at 121.
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minor but higher paying administrative post. Tumulty in reply wrote a long
emotional letter declining the exchange ofjobs:
In the end Wilson capitulated to his teary-eyed supplicant, and as
result, Edith and the Colonel failed.., to remove Tumulty, though
his position was weakened. While she did not act alone, Edith's role
in this episode possibly contributed most to the impression among
the President's colleagues that she "exercised a powerful influence

over the president with often unpleasant conclusions.

30

In Blum's opinion, House was at fault not just because he came to
oppose Tumulty, but because he was disingenuous in doing it. Describing
House's anti-Tumulty conduct even before becoming an ally of Edith's,
Blum wrote:
While indulging in

. .

. backbiting, House carefully preserved his

cordial relations with Tumulty who never guessed the Colonel's real
feelings. Tumulty told him confidentially that he had thought of
resigning because of the difficulties of supporting his family on his
meager salary. House knew that Tumulty had no intention of
leaving his position, but to test Wilson's sentiments the Colonel
relayed the information. He found the President upset at the idea.
House therefore continued to confine his criticisms to his diary until
the accidents of death and courtship combined to make the time for
attacking Tumulty more propitious.3
As to the matter of Tumulty's religion, Levin refers to the opposition
that arose when Tumulty was first proposed as Wilson's White House
secretary:
Despite his popularity with the press and with Wilson's own family,
Tumulty was always vulnerable on religious grounds, demeaned as
"awfully Irish", as that "little Irish Catholic," accused of being a
papal spy. He was also unpopular with extremists in his [own]
church as well.32
Further:

30. LEVIN, supra note 2, at 173.
31. BLUM, supra note 1, at 115-16.
32. LEVIN, supra note 2, at 172.
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Prejudice against the Roman Catholic Irish reached its zenith in the
fall and winter of 1916-17. Tumulty was now definitely considered
a political liability. In virtually demanding that Wilson remove him
from his office, Edith had deep grudges to settle.33
The chief grudge was, of course, Tumulty's opposition to Wilson's early
remarriage.
In spite of his obstacles and the cabal opposing him, Tumulty managed
to keep his post throughout Wilson's presidency, albeit with much
diminished power, especially when Edith became in effect the acting
president after Wilson's stroke. Since, as already seen, he was not even
permitted into Wilson's presence for three weeks after the stroke, and only
seldom thereafter, he became in spite of himself a kind of lackey to Edith.
Shocking as it now seems, in many respects important parts of the
government practically stopped functioning for much of that remaining
year-and-a-half of the Wilson presidency. Tumulty constantly pleaded with
Edith to permit the President to act, or to authorize Tumulty to act in the
President's stead, on urgent matters. Usually he got a cryptic note back
from Edith headed by the three words, "The President says," followed by
a sentence or two indicating that Wilson would not act until later.34 For the
most part Tumulty had no way of knowing whether or not Wilson had even
seen his frantic memos.
As an example of Tumulty's dealings with the President only through
Edith, Levin writes on the matter of the State of the Union Address of
1919:
The pending delivery of Wilson's State of the Union address to
Congress in December was a triumph of teamwork between Joseph
Tumulty and Edith Wilson. Given his consuming urge to maintain
the facade of the Wilson presidency, Tumulty was apprehensive that
Congress was to convene in a new session on the first day of
December and that the President would be required to forward his
33. Id. at 173.
34. "The President Says" is Levin's chapter title for Chapter 26. See id. at 350. A recently
uncovered letter indicates that at least on one occasion Edith rather clearly forged Wilson's
signature, certifying the appointment of William Ford as postmaster general. The document was
signed on December 1, 1919, arguably too soon after his stroke for Wilson to have written his
name. According to Eric Vittel, the executive director of the Woodrow Wilson Presidential Library
in Staunton, Virginia, "I just cannot believe that Woodrow Wilson was able to execute that
appointment at that time." Calvin R. Tice, Papers Suggest FirstLady Forged Wilson's Letters,
DAiLY PROGRESS (Charlottesville, Va.), Dec. 16, 2005, at A7. See also Michael Alison Chandler,
A President'sIllness Kept Under Wraps, WASH. POST, Feb. 3, 2007, at B 1.
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message on the following day. "Will you please remind him of
this?" Tumulty asked Edith Wilson on November 10. Two weeks
later... Tumulty sent her a twenty-five page draft of a proposed
message to Congress by the president. "You will notice," he told
her, "that I followed the spirit at least of the president's... speeches
in many of the things I say. There
are some repetitions in it that we
35
can, of course, take care of."'
Levin provides a further picture of the pair at work:
In the second week of December, [with] the "government a welter
of disorganization," Edith Wilson held firm as the disabled
President's administrator, censor, guard, all-powerful broker, and
courier, in this last capacity routing documents as she saw fit. Nor,
of course, could anyone see him without her consent.
Supervising the concerns of the United States in her husband's
virtual absence, Edith.. . [h]ad she been able to manage on her own
...probably would have dismissed [Tumulty]. For his part, serving

her was a means of serving his beloved stricken President. His
efforts to anticipate and expedite important matters were untiring
and utterly sincere."36

Here America's rejection of the League, affixed as it was to the also
much delayed Versailles Treaty, demonstrates the helplessness of Tumulty
in the grip of Edith, writes Levin:
[T]umulty was working faithfully to penetrate the mental and
physical barriers blinding the president to the fate of his endangered
treaty. [But a]s messenger, correspondent, ghostwriter, adviser and
publicist, Tumulty was barely tolerated by Edith Wilson.37
Unquestionably Tumulty was only Edith's pawn. Wittingly or not, he
seems to have played a more central role in Edith's usurpation of power
than has generally been credited and for reasons that have been little noted,
as the following section takes up.

35. LEV1N, supra note 2, at 356.
36. Id. at 393.
37. Id. at431.
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IV. TUMULTY AS CULPRIT?
Just as Tumulty had played a uniquely useful, selfless role during
Wilson's first term, he also played a pivotal but dramatically less powerful
role in the second one following the President's stroke. But his later role,
we suggest, was also a less honest, a less upright one. Au fond he seems to
have been motivated to support Edith after the President's stroke by a
degree of unwillingness to give up all his own power. It's true that authors
Levin and Blum do not see Tumulty as any more than a hapless foil to the
scheming Edith. In Levin's view, Edith was to blame for everything, from
hiding Wilson's true condition from the country to acceding to Wilson's
prolonged, irrational reluctance to consider compromise on the critical
issue of joining the League.
Levin excoriates Edith's autobiographical book My Memoir.38 She is
outspoken in her criticism of Edith's mendacity throughout the
autobiography. She also describes Edith's absolute control over other
important and misleading versions of Woodrow's life after he died. Levin
reports:
In addition to writing her Memoir, which reflects her recasting of
facts and prejudices, she subsidized the author whom she appointed
to compile the eight-volume biography Woodrow Wilson, Life and
Letters, and exercised her authority over every word uttered in the
[hagiographic] film [Wilson: The Rise and Fall of an American
President], produced in Hollywood in 1944 [glorifying Wilson's
international idealism]. That film, a benevolent tour of the twentyeighth president's life, depicts the melancholy scene, immediately
following Wilson's severe stroke, in which his physician assures
Edith there is no need for her husband to consider resignation in
favor of the vice president. To the contrary, with certain precautions
and support, administered by Edith, he is declared to be entirely
capable of conducting the government of the United States.39
As Levin sees it, only Dr. Grayson shares any blame with Edith.
Grayson's faults lay first in his willingness to permit Edith to hide his own
first and correct diagnosis of Wilson's hopeless condition after the stroke
and, second in subsequently following her wishes to put out periodic
misleading reports on the status of Wilson's health.

38. EDITH BOLLING WILSON, MY MEMOIR
39. LEVIN, supra note 2, at 12.
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Tumulty is in effect exonerated because he was ignorant of Grayson's
first diagnosis. But Levin indicates that Tumulty also seemed to share
Edith's view that Vice President Thomas R. Marshall was "somewhat
inept, too timid, too indifferent, incapable, and ill-equipped to aspire to the
presidency."4 °
However, unlike Edith, Tumulty was usually an excellent judge of men
and knowledgeable about those currently high in the world of the federal
government. He must have known that
[i]n more objective quarters, Marshall was highly regarded. A
kindly man of wisdom and humor, and an experienced and skillful,
if not dynamic, politician, he was appraised by Josephus Daniels as
'a real statesman of patriotism, ability, originality, and devotion to
the public weal,' who added distinction to a great office often
underrated.4
However, Tumulty was definite to the point of fury in refusing even to
consider a role for Vice President Marshall in the crisis. Very soon after
the President's stroke, Secretary of State Robert Lansing raised with
Tumulty and Dr. Grayson "the possibility of calling in the vice president
4 2 Tumulty, however,
... to act in Wilson's stead as soon as possible.
angrily denied that it would be appropriate to bring in Marshall:
"You may rest assured," he told the secretary of state, "while
Woodrow Wilson is lying in the White House on the broad of his
back I will not be a party to ousting him. He has been too kind, too
loyal, and too wonderful to me to receive such treatment at my
hands." If anybody outside the White House circle attempted to
certify the president's disability, he and Grayson, Tumulty added,
would stand together and repudiate that person. Furthermore,
Tumulty continued, if the president were in a condition to know of
this episode, he would in Tumulty's opinion take decisive measures.
"That ended the interview," Tumulty wrote. "It is unnecessary to
say that no further attempt was made by Mr. Lansing to institute
ouster proceedings against his chief."43

40.
41.
42.
43.

Id. at 341.
Id.
Id. at 339.
Id.at 340.
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Tumulty later wrote in a book about his White House years 44 that his
actions were prompted by loyalty to Wilson, and in a measure they surely
were. He was blindly loyal to his President because he thought the
President was doing the right thing for his country-and because he liked
and admired him. But it was a curious kind of loyalty to insist on keeping
his Chief in a job which his poor health would prevent him from
performing effectively. For while Tumulty did not indeed know all the
details of Dr. Grayson's negative first diagnosis, he appears to have known
something of the seriousness of the stroke. Levin describes the first part of
Lansing's interview with Tumulty following the stroke:
Informed by Tumulty that Wilson had taken a turn for the worse,
Lansing asked, "In what way?" Tumulty did not answer in words,
but put his right hand to his left shoulder and drew it down along his
left side. Lansing concluded that Wilson's left side was paralyzed.45
There followed an inconclusive discussion in which a reluctant and
reticent Dr. Grayson joined, proving to be uncommunicative as to the
President's physical condition. Tumulty and Lansing discussed what
constituted a president's disability and who could certify the disability. It
was then that Lansing proposed that Vice President Marshall be brought
in to act for Wilson. He went on to cite the then somewhat vague clause in
the U.S. Constitution on presidential succession. (Many years later, of
course, it was amended.) 46 Tumulty, seemingly taking the illogical view

44. JOSEPH P. TUMULTY, WOODROW WILSON AS I KNOW HiM (1921).
45. LEVIN, supra note 2, at 339.
46. U.S. CONST. amend. XXV. See Robert Dallek, The Medical Ordeals ofJFK, ATLANTIC
MONTHLY, Dec. 2002, at 49. Dallek explains that not only Kennedy but many presidents have
concealed their medical difficulties:
Concealing one's true medical condition from the voting public is a time-honored
tradition of the American presidency. William Henry Harrison, who died of
pneumonia in April of 1841 after only one month in office, was the first Chief
Executive to hide his physical frailties. Nine years later Zachary Taylor's handlers
refused to acknowledge that cholera had put the President's life in jeopardy; they
denied rumors of illness until he was near death, in July of 1850, sixteen months
into his presidency. During Grover Cleveland's second term, in the 1890s, the
White House [sic] [it was then known as the "Executive Mansion"] deceived the
public by dismissing allegations that surgeons had removed a cancerous growth
from the President's mouth;...
In the twentieth century Woodrow Wilson, Calvin Coolidge, Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, and Dwight D. Eisenhower all, to one degree or another, held back the
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that Lansing was proposing some kind of coup d'etat, as we saw
indignantly brought the discussion to a close.4 7
But what of Tumulty's conduct? He surely was aware, as are all
presidents aides, that his own power was held only vicariously because of
his closeness to Wilson. Power came to him because it was delegated by
the sitting President.48 Marshall would in all likelihood bring in one of his
own staff to be his Secretary if he were to become president or acting
president. Indeed, it also must have occurred to Tumulty that if a
weakened, ill Wilson stayed on as president, his own power would be
greater than ever. He could hardly have guessed that he would be so
effectively pushed aside by Edith, that it would be she and not he who
would become defacto president. So he seems to have arrogated to himself
the right to peremptorily reject Lansing's suggestion and thus played a role
in making Edith's deception, and indeed usurpation, possible.
Of this possible culpability on Tumulty's part, Blum, like Levin, said
nothing. He unknowingly accepted without question that Marshall was
indeed a nonentity who could not be expected to be a viable president.
According to Blum:
Another important reason for Wilson's retention of office was the
reputation of Thomas R. Marshall. No one high in the councils of
the Administration had great respect for the Vice-President. That
affable politician, typifying the mediocrity of most of the holders of
his office, stood for little but [his famous remark about the country
needing] a good five-cent cigar. Neither as a Governor of Indiana or
as a presiding officer of the Senate had he demonstrated the vision
or capacity for leadership in such critical times. He had attended a
few Cabinet meetings while Wilson was abroad but contributed
nothing to discussions. Fearful that he would accept Lodge's
changes to the League, Mrs. Wilson would not trust him with her
husband's precious treaty. Lansing considered him vain and
incompetent; Tumulty found him rude and uninformed.49

full truth about medical difficulties that could have jeopardized their hold on the
Oval Office.
Id.
47. LEVIN, supra note 2, at 340.

48. See Jeffrey O'Connell & Thomas E. O'Connell, A Common Good-Kenny's Kennedys:
A Study in Power, 15 J.L. & POL. 67 (1999) (reviewing HELEN O'DONNELL, A COMMON GOOD: THE
FRIENDSHIP OF ROBERT F. KENNEDY AND KENNETH P. O'DONNELL (1998)).
49. BLUM, supranote 1, at 215.
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The reference to Edith Wilson is an indication of her distrust of anyone
who previously had close dealings with her husband. According to Levin,
she ultimately was responsible for Wilson's breaking with just about
everyone he was close to, including Secretary of State Lansing and even
the two closest White House insiders, House and Tumulty.5 ° In Tumulty's
case the final bitter break thankfully did not come until 1922-well after
Wilson's second term spurred by Wilson's overreaction to a trivial matter.
House was less fortunate; he was driven from Wilson's side by Edith in
1919.
Tumulty was certainly an honorable, admirable man. Both Blum and
Levin document his virtues. He no doubt felt strongly that his conduct after
Wilson's stroke was motivated by unselfish considerations. But he would
not have been the first person in a position of great power who rationalized
his conduct in retaining that power. Politicians, as is well known, do not
relish giving up power; Joseph Tumulty, it appears, was no exception.
But, astute politician that he was, he should have known better. Above
all, he should have known, if he considered it, that forming such an
alliance with Edith was, to say the least, foolhardy. He certainly should not
have played God in refusing even to consider bringing in Vice President
Marshall.
In fact, Marshall bore many resemblances to a later Vice President,
Harry Truman. Both Marshall and Truman were mid-westerners, both
thought by many to be timid, diffident souls who would never make
effective presidents, especially in difficult global times. Yet Truman
proved to be a strong, able President; imaginatively internationally
oriented, to say the least. Marshall might well have done likewise. What
is almost certain is that Marshall would have been willing, as a competent
politician, to make the compromises necessary to have the United States
join the League of Nations. Compromise is, after all, at the heart of politics
in a democracy. In turn, as suggested earlier, American membership in the
League, in Levin's view, might have given that body the power to head off
Hitler and World War II.
Tumulty's blind loyalty to Wilson combined with his wish to retain his
own power caused his failure to make the right decision at the key point in
his service to his chief, his country and beyond. He was probably the only
person on the scene who might have been able to head off the series of
bizarre events following Wilson's strokes. Specifically, if Tumulty had
allied himself with Secretary of State Lansing instead of scornfully
50. But Wilson's proclivity for breaking with close associates antedates Edith. Witness
Wilson's bitter break with his closest Princeton colleague, John Hibben, who succeeded him as
president there. See BRAGDON, supra note 9, at 324, 328.
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rebuffing him, the two of them could probably have seen to it that Marshall
assumed presidential duties, in spite of Edith's opposition. Lansing was a
powerful man and as Secretary of State was head of the Cabinet after the
President. That group could almost certainly have been persuaded of the
need to bring Marshall in right after the stroke if that course had been
firmly recommended jointly by Lansing and Tumulty after an explanation
of Wilson's parlous state, with potential consequences for America's role
in the world following World War I.
As it was, the trust in which Tumulty was held by the rest of the
government and the press made possible the success of the deceit of Edith
and Dr. Grayson regarding the President's condition. By dominating
Tumulty as well as Dr. Grayson, Edith was free to spin her web.
Levin describes the post-stroke scene and refers to
the character of the self-elected "bedside government" that had
instantly fallen into place, and which remained mysterious and
impenetrable. Theoretically a triumvirate, it was rather the case of
two deputies, Tumulty and Grayson, whose first loyalty was to the
third and presiding member, the President's wife, rather than to the
government they were both sworn to serve."
[Meanwhile, t]he president lay on his bed, a wreck of a man who
could not speak above a whisper and swallowed with difficulty, his
mind enfeebled. 2

V. CONCLUSION

Edith Gault Wilson was clearly guilty of gross deception relating to her
husband's disabling stroke and the crucial months in the White House that
followed. With respect to Wilson's faithful and efficient secretary, Joe
Tumulty, the story is much less clear. The most important ingredient in
Levin's tale is her use of the recent startling revelation of the details of the
first key diagnosis of Wilson's stroke and its clear implication that Wilson
could never again be a whole man (as indeed he would never be). Edith
saw this diagnosis; Tumulty did not. Levin therefore in effect absolves
Tumulty of any blame in the deception-and usurpation-that followed.
Blum had also in effect absolved Tumulty. They both clearly found
Tumulty to have been an engaging, even endearing, man; in this finding
they agree with most of Tumulty's contemporaries. The two authors and

51. LEVIN, supra note 2, at 341-42.
52. Id. at 342.
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Tumulty's contemporaries appear to have been so taken with Tumulty that
it never occurred to them that Tumulty could have been a knowing party
to the duplicity in the White House.
Woodrow Wilson's political end is an intriguing tale. It is like an
adventure story which ends sadly-even tragically. Edith, the malefic
female protagonist, leaves the field with all the principal male characters
strewn about the battlements-House, Tumulty, Secretary of State
Lansing, and even Woodrow Wilson himself. Wilson himself? Well, surely
it would have been better for him personally had Edith permitted Vice
President Marshall to replace him. Edith then might have taken him off to
a quiet restful place where he could have written his story, if he had proved
able to do even that. Had she done so Wilson's reputation, his Democratic
Party, his country, and, as indicated, arguably the world, would have
benefitted.
If Edith is the hateful evil doer, her accomplice Tumulty-good man
though he was-ought to bear some of the blame. If this good man's selfdeception caused him to commit the one reprehensible act of preventing
Wilson's vice president from becoming President, we are left with one of
the profound questions about power: How much wrong may a good man
do in order to do good-and how will he himself be changed by what he
does?
Addressing this question reminds one of Robert Penn Warren's All The
King's Men,53 perhaps the best American novel ever written about politics.
Nearly all the key figures who hold powerful positions in Penn Warren's
apocryphal state, based on Huey Long's Louisiana, do evil in order, as they
see it, to do good. They are all changed in one way or another as a result
of their actions. The protagonist, Jack Burden, is a good man who, like
Tumulty, attaches himself to a powerful politician. Like Tumulty, Burden
knows that many people will benefit from his boss's idealistic programs.
Both he and his boss perform what a moralist would call evil acts because
each feels the ends will justify the means. Jack Burden ultimately causes
his father's suicide and his boss, the governor of the state, is finally
assassinated in a kaleidoscope of evil acts done for good purposes.
Tumulty's wrongful act was paid for in different but still dramatic
currency-he became the minion of the scheming woman whose power he
helped her assume. He did wrong in prolonging his chief in power because
he believed in his chief's programs and because in turn he relished the
power his chief provided him. But his chief was indeed no longer fit to
wield power. Wilson, warped by illness and his wife's counsel, scuttles

53. ROBERT PENN WARREN, ALL THE KING'S MEN (1946).
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much his most important program, the League of Nations, and ultimately
54
turns his back on the tragic Tumulty.

54. But for John Morton Blum's initial and lasting skepticism about any hopes for the League
ofNations, including those of Wilson or Tumulty, see his autobiography, JOHN MORTON BLUM, IN
CLIO's ACTIVE SERVICE 91-92 (2004) (quoting BLUM, supranote 1, at 259).
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